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preceded by his assistant, who goes carefully through the
other papers and cuts any item that looks as if it were
worth following up; he notes also any pieces of news
that have been missed* The News Editor himself
probably looks at the rival sheets on his way to the office
or as soon as he gets there* By the time he sits down at
his desk he may have sketched out in his mind what are
likely to be the prominent " splashes " and " tops *' for
next day's issue, though it is quite probable news may
" break " before evening which will alter all his plans*
A " splash " is a double- or triple-column heading,
with a large-type introduction* On the front page there
are often two of these* " Tops " are news-stories that
appear at the tops of columns* "Story" as a term
applied, not to fiction, but to news, came to Britain from
America; it is heard constantly in newspaper offices*
" I thought that a good story/'
" Is there a story in it? M
" What sort of a story can you make of that? "
Thus the News Editor to:
a reporter who has done well on his yesterday's
assignment;
a reporter who  has  suggested a possible line of
inquiry;
a reporter to whom a cutting has been handed*
To the News Editor everything that happens in the
world is judged by the test question: " What sort of a
storjr will it make?" His life is spent in hunting big
stories* Sometimes they drop from heaven* On a
Sunday when news was more than usually scarce came
the assassination of the Archduke Ferdinand and his wife
at Sarajevo* Though no one at the moment saw the

